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The Monkey Training College

*

T1o say that our bus ride was interesting would be a gross un-
I derstatement. From Takua Pa on the west, right across the

country to Surat Thani, on the east coast, our bus journey took iust
three hours, stopping briefly, to pick up, or drop off, passengers.
In fact, so brief were the stops that the bus barely came to a halt
before haring off againl

If it hadn't been for the two rows of fans running the length
of the bus, the heat would have been very unpleasant. The driver
would wait for the intedor of the bus to reach an uncomfortably
high temperature before switching on the fans, and as soon as he
deemed the temperature had dropped sufficiently, he switched
them off again!

We had aiready heard thai some of these bus rides could be
pretty hair-raising, and now we could witness it at first hand! The
bus had the almost requisite display of amulets, Buddha images
and garlands of golden jasmine hanging from the rear view mir-
ror, and this great cluster of Buddhist paraphernalia would swing
alarmingly, mimicking windscreen wipers, as the bus careened
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around each bend. Apart from the driver, there were two other
members of staff on the bus. Officially, one w;is the fare collector,
and the other, a'stop/go'man, but in reality, the fare collector was
also a 'stop/go' man!

The first part of the route took us through densely forested
mountains, and between stops, the bus hurtled aroufld the bends,
and downhill, at breakneck speeds, slowing right down and prac-
tically crawling up each hill. This is when the inside temperature
of the bus soared in direct relationship to the altitude! For most of
the;'ourney, the stop,/go men hung on with a death-defying grip,
while leaning far out the doors in an attempt to spot potential pas-
sengers. I learned later, that these guys work on a commission ba-
sis, so I can understand their eagerness to grab passengers! \A/hen
a passenger was spotted, one of the guys would shout to the dflv-
er, indicating that he should stop the bus, and once the passenger
was onboard another yell from the team signalled the driver to
move on. Occasionally these shouts turned out to be false alarms
as anyone spotted by the roadside was a potential passenger! Be-
tween pick-ups, the bus had to travel at, what felt like, incredible
speeds to maintain any kind of schedule.

Many times, we both grabbed, and clung to, the rail on the
back of the seat in front of us, causing Graham to mutter at one
stage, "Maybe it's best if I keep my eyes shut!" He's rarely a good
passenger anlrway, but on this occasion, his mutterings were en-
tirely justified!

Graham was nagging me to drink, so I added a sachet of re-
hydration salts to the water, and sipped at it, not really wanting
to drink until a toilet was close by. The rice cakes we had bought
were, to me, unpalatable, and contained less flavour than a piece
of cardboard, but egged on by Graham, I nibbled the edge of one
an;.way. I was almost praying that we could reach Surat Thani
without having to stop the bus in order to squat in the bushes!
As it was, sitting on a bus for three hours with my bum cheeks
squeezed tight was not funny!

Roughly two-thirds of the passengers alighted at Khao Sok
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National Park, where Graham stood up, and turned rourd to
look, and ensure that nobody walked off with our bags! We had
no time to visit this park, where people could stay overnight in
a tree house, waking to the sound of a natural alarm clock; the
sounds of gibbons calling as they swung through the leafy, great
branches.

.. The road levelled out as we left the mountains behind and ap-
proached Surat Thani. Most of the remaining passengers stepped
off the bus when it stopped just a couple of miles outside the town,
presumably to catch a train, or boat, but we remained onboard
until we reached the town centre bus station.

Retrieving our bags, and with a scrawny Thai in hot pursuit,
we made a beeline for one of the waiting tuk tuks. I felt so sick,
still had a violent headache, and was in need of the toilet, and this
persistent Thai was following us.

"You wan' hotel?" asked the irritating Thai.
"No thank you," replied Graham, not missing a step, "We have

one already booked."
As we climbed into the tuk tuk, Graham called to the driver,

"Bandon Hotel, please!"
Not wanting to miss out on any possible commission, the Thai

jumped in with us, despite Graham's protestations that we had
accommodation already booked!

"I ta'e you goo' hotel!" continued the annoying flyJike char-
acter.

"No!" emphasized Graham, "I told you we have a reserva-
tion!" Fortunately the hotel was very close, and as we pulled up
outside, Graham said to me, "Just run in and tell them we booked
a room earlier this morning, and I'11 get rid of this guy, and bring
the bags! Now he'll have to walk back. Serves him rightl"

The hotel entrance was through a restaurant, and up a flight
of marble stairs. It looked new, or very recently refurbished. The
reception desk sat in a marble hallway, with many doors leading
off it. As I approached the desk, Graham hurried up behind me,
joyfully exclaiming,
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"I got rid of the 'cling-on'! God, he was persistent!" Then, turn-
ing to the girl at reception, "I telephoned and booked a room this
morning. Name of Nash."

"Ah, yesl" she replied, taking a key from a hook on the wall
behind her. "Come with me!" We followed her a few yards along
the hall, where she stopped and opened a door. I was practically
open-mouthed with amazement. It was by far the best room we
had stayed in, and it was only 250 Baht a night! The reception-
ist left, and Graham followed her to close the door, while I sunk
gratefully onto the bed. The mattress did not 'give' under me. It
was as hard as concrete! I was on the verge of tears, and feeling so
ill that, at that moment, I seriously regretted leaving the hospital.
In my eagerness to escape the clutches of doctors and nurses, had
I made a mistake in insisting that I was fine? Oh, God, I hoped
not!

"Graham, I can't sleep here!" I wailed pathetically.
"Why not?" he asked.
"The bed is solid!" He gave me a strange look that said'you

must be off your trolley, but I'll humour you any'way', and sat
down beside me on the edge of the mattress, and a surprised

"Bloody hell! What's this thing made of?" reverberated around
the pristine room.

"I'll see if they have another room with a softer bed!" he
rushed.

Fleeting images of Goldilocks and the Three Bears flashed
through my mind. Tftls bed is too hard... this bed is too soft... this
one is just right! I wondered what was happening to my brain.
While I sorted out these ridiculous thoughts, Graham returned
for the bags, and we followed the receptionist along the hallway
to another room. While she stood in the doorway, we gingerly sat
down on the edge of the bed. Oh, bliss! Mummy Bear had found

her bed! Not too hard, not too soft, just perfect! My afternoon was
sorted; I swallowed down loads of water, took a couple of head-
ache pills, showered, and crashed out for a couple of hours, while
Graham's grumbling stomach 1ed him out in search of food!

Joo
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I awoke, feeling like a different person, with the crushing head-
ache completely gone, and to find Graham snoozing beside me.
When he awoke, he told me that he'd found a great eating place,
at the bottom of the hotel steps, where you could see the food be-
ing cooked on a huge stainless steel hob over the flames.

"Do you fancy eating there? You'd like it."

. 
"Yeah, sure, but a bit later, OK?" I replied.
When dusk fell, we ventured out onto the street. We hadn't

been in touch with home for several days, and thought we'd bet-
ier let the kids know where we were, and was happening. We
walked out of the hotel entrance, and through the restaurant,
unfortunately now closed, and immediately turned dght, onto a
busy road. Although lit only by a bare electric light bulb hang-
ing from the metal frame overhead, the flower stall on the corner
sported a dazzling show of garlands of golden jasmine, lotus blos-
som and other stunning blooms, and exotic bouquets of white and
crimson. Some were cellophane wrapped, and the light reflected
off these with an almost intense brilliance. The bouquets and ar-
rangements were delicate, fragrant, and a delight to behold.

"Just look at that!" I sighed. "\Alhy don't European flowers
look that stunning?"

In fact, the principle of Thai flower arranging is to create fine
art, and that was apparent to us on a daily basis, whether it was at
a temple, or on a street corner. Traditional floral art is still taught
in girls' schools and vocational colleges to preserve Thai cultural
heritage. It is a known fact that flowers have an effect on human
emotions by arousing feelings of happiness. They symbolize a
person's mood, or the way someone feels towards another, with-
out the need for words. They have the ability to convey thoughts
and feelings far better than words on many occasions. Whether as
an expression of admiration, thanks, apology or congratulatiory
flowers say it all. To express gratitude is good Thai tradition, and
a garland of scented flowers is said to symbolize the beauty and
purity of mind of the giver.

I had inhaled the scents so deeply, that the smell seemed to lin-
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ger in my nose as we ambled along the sbeet, stopping now and
again to look in shop windows. We came to a large shop that ra-
diated light. The fabric shop displayed hundreds, possibly thou-
sands, of bolts of shimmering silk, of every colour imaginable and
even those that I never knew existed. Each colour of the spectrum
was represented by maybe twenty-five, or ihirty, diffetent shades.
Others were shot through with silver, or gold, thread. A kaleido-
scopic feast for the eyes! I don't know how long we stood and
gazed in awe through the huge windows of the fabric shop on this
busy junction.

I stood there, wondering what I would do with the fabric if I
were to take some home, and whic[ of the multitude of iridescent
colours, I would possibly choose. I was sharply brought out of my
reverie as Graham suddenly began dancing about, shoufing,

"Shit! Fuck! Shit! Ow! My feet are burning! Oh, shit! My feet
are on fire! They're really burning!"

Seeing no flames, and being thoroughly baffled, I asked "Why?

What's up?" This was not normal behaviour for Graham, and, for
a fleeting second, I was concerned.

"Stand still, will you! Maybe then we can see what's up!"
He managed to keep still just long enough for us to see some

big copper-coloured ants running about over his sandalled feet.
He started hopping around again, performing a comical jitterbug,
as he brushed the ants off with his hands. When the last ant had
been dislodged, and with the burning sensation still present, Gra-
ham said, "It's no good, I've got to go and wash my feet! Come on!
Let's go back to the hotel!"

With the formic acid, or whatever it was, thoroughly washed
off, we set out once more, and yet again were drawn to the fabric
shop, but this time we went inside to look around! No matter how
beautiful the fabric, I really couldn't justify the purchase of even
one metre of material. I couldn't think of anything to make with
it!

A little farther on we came to the night marke! a busy street
where brightly lit food carts offered their tempting culinary de-
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lights. Thai families, enjoying their evening meal, took up every
seat at the numerous mismatched tables, but one stefll really made
me chuckle.

"Hey, Graham, look at that!" I whispered through the gig-
gles, pointing discreetly. He looked to where I was pointing, and
grinned. The stall displayed open polystyrene take-away' boxes,
and in eacfu nestled a piece of cooked, breadcrumbed chicken and
about eight chips. The sign above the stall proudly declared

K F G
written in big, bold letters, on a red and white striped board. The
take-off couldn't have been more obvious: Kentucky Fried Gai;
gai being the Thai word for chicken!

"I'd like to take pictures of this street, but I don't think it would
come out," Graham mused. "I need a faster film speed. I,ll get one
tomorrow, and we can come back here tomorrow night!,,

Across the road, at the end of the street, we could see an ex-
panse of water glinting from the reflection of the occasional street
light, so we crossed over for a better look. Bright lights emanating
from the fruit stalls nearby obscured our view of anything farther
on, but as we passed them, a couple of boats, tied to the quayside,
came into view. Closer inspection revealed that the vessels ferried
both passengers and supplies across to the islands; a night pas-
sage of about sixty miles. Considering the possibility of taking the
trip just for the crack, Graham asked the cost of the tickets, and
the times of sailing, from the man seated at a tiny camping table
on the quayside.

"Four hundred Baht. Go at eleven o'clock!,, came the sharn re-

Plv.
"That's hours away. Let's find an Internet caf6, and come back

later!"
We found one quite quickly, in the shadows, iust across the

road from the dock: a real backpackers waiting room, with several
computers, a large televisiory paperbacks strewn on every sur-
face, a few sagging, comfortable old armchairs, some mismatched
tables and chairs, and a long counter for caf6 service. We bought a
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couple of drinks, and bagged an available computer. I noticed that

Graham's tlping skills were improving considerably. Surprising
what can happen when you a1e charged by ihe minute!

There were quite a few young backpackers milling around the
quayside cafes, obviously killing time before boarding. All man-
ner of produce was being loaded onboard. Fruit, vegefables, cloth
and tyres all found their way below decks by means of a human
chain, and we watched the activity for quite a while. When it be-
came apparent that the space below deck was full, the men began
loading the goods onto the bow deck, piling the supplies so high
that anything other than a dead flat sea would have stores tum-
bling overboard. The waterline disappeared long before the vessel
was fully laden, and this was before the human cargo embarked!

When we saw where the passengers would have to spend the
crossing, I was gobsmacked. Although there were window spac-
es, there was no glass around the low deckhouse. Bamboo mats
laid out on the floor were the only concession to human comfort
during the eleven hour passage, and a couple of barrels of water
on the tiny aft deck were available for crew and passengers' ablu-
tions. From the quayside, we studied the boat, with its elaborate,
colourful painted dragon now partially submerged and disap-
pearing into the depths on the bow. But hold on! Where were the
life rafts, and life rings? None were visible, so we went back to the
ticket man, and Graham asked,

"Where are the life rafts?"
"Life raft?" enquired the man.
"Have you got life rafts?" asked Graham earnestly.
"Aah, no! No have life raft!"
"But you can't take passengers without life rafts!" exclaimed

Graham.
The ficket man apoeared totally nonplussed. That decided it!

We definitely would not be buying tickets for this trip!
We slipped out of the laid back 'tourist mode' and into the fast-

er paced 'professional'. As we approached the stern of the boat,

crumbling, rotten sections of the wooden structure were visible
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on the aft corners. The boat began to take on an air of general
decay, and lack of maintenance, as we spotted more problems.
How on earth could the Licensing.Authority permit this vessel to
go to sea, let alone carry passengers? This made us think about
the strict regulations concerning our own passenger vessel back
home. Not a welcome thought while on holiday!

. People were starting to board, grabbing last minute drinks as
they did so. Curious, Graham stopped one young man, and his
pregnant wife.

"Are you going on this boat?" he asked.
"Why, yes! What fun!" replied the German.
"Do you know it has no life rafts?" continued Graham.
"Oh?" asked the man, obviously a little surprised.
Undeterred, Graham went on, "Your wife is obviously preg-

nant. Don't you care about her safety?"
The man hugged his partner to him, and said, nonchalantly,

"I hear these boats usually make it. We are OK! They don't run in
the monsoon season!" Graham looked on, momentarily at a loss
for words, as the couple boarded and went into the passenger sec-
tion. Nobody in there could stand up, not even the Thais. People
were bent double until settling themselves on a bamboo mat and
trying to get comfortable for the night.

Almost spellbound, we hr-ng around and waited to see the
boats leave Ban Don pier. As the crew pushed the boats off the
quayside, and the gap widened, a mass of floating water hyacinth
was drawn into its place. We watched as great clumps of this beau-
tiful, prolific, weed with its shiny dark green leaves was parted by
the ships' bows. The heavily laden vessels veered 180 degrees,
turning towards the estuary of the Tapi River, and onward, into
the open sea, and the tourist island of Ko Samui.

I slept like the proverbial log that night, and awoke to the
smell of chicken cooking. That must be the restaurant downstairs,
I thought, as I nodded off again. When I finally came to, it was
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broad daylight. Sounds from the street filtered through to our
room, and I checked my watch. Twelve forty five!

"Oh, shit! Graham, it's really late! I can't believe it!" I shouted.
We had planned to visit the Monkey Training College today, and
we'd just slept away the entire morning!

"Wassatime?" mumbled the yawning face besiddme.
"Quarter to one!"
He struggled to a sitting position and blearily focussed on his

own watch. "No it isn't. It's not even nine, yet!"
Looking at my own timepiece again, I saw that it still read

1.2:45.
"It's stopped!" I sighed.
"We'11 go out and get a faster film for the night stalls, and a

watch battery. It's pointless wearing it if it doesn't work."
"Did you smell chicken cooking earlier?" I asked.
"No. But it probably wafted up from the restaurant down-

stairs."
"That's why I thought it was lunch time!" I groaned.
That morning, we checked out all the photographic shops, and

every other likely place in town, in our search for a faster film, but
found none. Nobody seemed to have heard of it!

While in towry we went into the ticket office to find out the
times and prices of trains for our onward journey towards Bang-
kok. Our next stop was to be Prachuap Khiri Khan, about 380 ki-
lometres north. Our time in Thailand was now running out too
quickly, and we wanted to see as much as possible, with minimal
travelling time. Yes, we could take a train the following morning,
but it would take five or six hours. No matter how many times
Graham queried this piece of information, the lady behind the
desk insisted that it was correct. Neither of us could believe that a
train would take so long for this trip.

Graham's comment to the woman was "We'11 go by bus! It's
got to be quicker!"

"No, no! Is the same," she replied.
"it can't bel It's less than 400 kilometres!"
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With this, we headed for the bus station, only to discover that
it was just as the lady had said... the same! A five or six hour
journey, and at a similar price. The lady in the bus station was so
determined that we understand that she actually took us over to a
large map on the wall, and pointed everything ou! as if we were
school kids!

. We wandered back out onto the hot, dusty street, ostensibly to
give us time to think, and spotted a small watch mender,s shop
just a few doors further along. We made for the tiny shop, and
were greeted with a welcoming smile by a man who spoke excel-
lent English. It took a while before we were abte to tell the talk-
ative man that I needed a watch battery, and once having ascer-
tained that he would replace the old one straight away, Graham
suggested that I go back and purchase our train tickets for the
following day. I swear I heard him mumbling something about
being a bit too embarrassed to go back himself!

When I bought ihe tickets, no reference was made to our earlier
visit, but the young woman did try hard to suppress a grin when
I sat down in front of her desk! A quick glance at her colleague
seated at the other desk confirmed my suspicionsl

I expected Graham to meet me outside the ticket office, but
when I left, he was nowhere in sight, so I strolled back to the watch
mender's place where he was still deep in conversation with the
man! We finally made our escape by telling the man that we were
visiting the Monkey Training College next, and this was the only
day we had to do so.

We didn't have to walk far before spotting an empty songth-
aew taxi, iust pulling out from a petrol station. We asked the driver
the cost of taking us to the Monkey Training College, and waiting
to bring us back again. He didn't seem to know where the place
was, but not wanting to miss out on a good fare, he dashed into
the nearest shop and soon found out. Once the driver understood
where we wanted to go, he set a rather high price, but, by now,
we had well-honed bargaining powers, and eventually came to a
mutually happy agreement of 300 Baht.
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The songthaew took us on a slow journey out of town, and into

open countryside, along numerous narrow lanes, until turning off

onto a short dirt track thatendgd abruptly among some wood/ and
bamboo, buildings. This, apparently, was iL the Monkey Training
College! Although we'd been in the taxi for about half an hour, we
had only covered eight or nine kilometres!

It appeared deserted, except for a few hens scratching about
and having a dust baih in the dry, powdery earth among the
sprouting coconuts. I was amazed to see orchids flourishing in
the grass verges beside the dusty track. We wandered about for
a moment or two while our driver nosed around the buildings,
returning after a few minutes with a young woman who was full

of apologies for not being there to greet us. She spoke excellent
English.

"Please, sit down," she said, while escorting us towards a large
iable under the shade of a bamboo roof. "My father is busy for a
few minutes. Would you like a drink while you wait?"

"Yes please!' we answered in unison.

She returned quickly and sat with us at the table for a few

minutes. She explained a little about the work going on here. Her
father was the only monkey trainer in this, the only monkey train-
ing college in Thailand. He was a famous man, and a couple of
journalists were about to visit and write a report for yet another
national newspaper; they would be with us for the demonstra-
tion. She placed several exercise books on the table and invited us

to look at them. They were books full of comments from visitors:
guest books dating back many years.

"Please excuse me," the woman said, getting up and leaving

us to flick through the books.
"There don't seern to be many comments from the last couple

of years," I remarked to Graham, "In fact the last comment was

over a week ago! I wonder why they don't have more visitors?"
"I have no idea!" he replied. "I expected to see a lot of people

here, but we're the only ones." As the words left his mouth, an

elderly Thai, accompanied by two young tourists, appeared from
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between the buildings. The man directed the European couple to
another table, nodded, and grirmed at us, his eyes almost disap-
peaiing in the leathery folds.of his weathered, wrinkled old skin,
before he disappeared between the buildings once again.

The monkey trainer's daughter reappeared, smiling, and shuf-
fled through the books in front of us, selected the most recent one,
4nd placed it in front of the other couple. We couldn't quite hear
the conversation, but assumed that she asked if they would like
to add a comment to the Visitors Book. She returned to us and
placed a piece of paper on the table.

"This is for you, so you can understand what my father <ioes
here. I will come with you for the demonstuation, to translate. My
father will be ready in a few minutes."

' On the front of the paper she had given us was a cartoon sketch
depicting a classroom situation, with monkeys seated at desks,
and coconuts in place of books. The teacher, standing in front
of the class had apparently asked a difficult question, as several
monkeys wore przzled expressions while scratching their head!
Two of the class had raised a hand in the air, as if to say "Pick me,
pick me, Sir! I know! I know!"

The wording inside read as follows:
A Guided Tour to

SURAT THANI'S MONKEY TRAINING COLLEGE
'Located in Knnchanadit, Suratthani's MonkE Training School is the

znly lne of its kind in the world. Owned and solely operated by Mr. Som-
plnn Saekhow, the Monkzy Training School has been training piglailed
macaques to pick coconuts for twmty-one years. Although a t'ew others in
Southern Thniland train monkeys domestically, Mr. Saekhow is the only
trainer to haae established a school where monkeys liae with him for seaeral
months bet'orc they are returned to their oumers to work on their plantations.
During the twmty-lne years the school has been operating, Mr. Saekhow
has trained nearly eight hundred monkeys , aueraging three per month. Ooer
the last ten years,the training shcool has become well-known both here in
Thailand and oaerseas, and now an aaercge of tuo hundred tourkts oisit the
school eoery montli.
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How does Mr. Saekhow train his piglailed pupils? When a monkE Jirst
arriaes at the schlol, Mr. Saekhott spends one to threemonths obsercing the
monkey, deciding whether the monkey is trainable or not, and allowing the
monkey time to get used to its new surroundings. If the monkey is consid-
ered trainable, the first and mlst irnportant stE is to establish the'proper
Ieaming enaironment'. This inaolues establishing a number of training ar-
eas ?nhere each mlnkey toill slowly learn the skills needed t0 pick coconuts.
For example, Mr. Saekhou hnngs only brlwn, ripened coconuts - the kind
uhich each monkey will nentually pick - all around the school. During
the'nursery school' portion of training, Mr. Saekhow arranges the monkeys
within ttisual range of each other according to the number of months they
haae attended school and according to the skills they haue already mastered.
This way each monkey can see what it will learn in the future. Most im-
plrtant, howeaer, is the atmosphffe ueated by Mr. Saekhow himself. Mr
Saekhow is an extremely patient and kind man who neaer raises his aoice or
physically punishes monkEs, etsen if he is bitten.

When training actually begins, Mt Saekhow starts by sitting a safe dis-
tance away from a mlnkE and places a wooden box betwem his knees. The
blx clntains a metal pole through the centre with a cocznut attached in the
middle. This set-up is designed to tench the mznkey hlw t0 spin a coconut
off the stem it is attached to. For the Jirst week Mr. Saekhow simply spins
the coconut on its axle for a half hour in the morning and a half hour in the
aftemoon, while the monkey u)atches. Oaer a series of days, Mr. Saekhow
gradually mlaes closer to the monkE until the monkey t'eels comt'ortable
70ith him sitting close by, and then begins to pat the monkE uthile spinning
the coconut.

The second stE inaolaes guiding the monkey's paws to the coconut, first
with Mr. Saekhou enclosing the paws within his lwn hands and then per-
mitting the mlnkey to actually touch the coconut with both its lront paws.
This stE lasts about twmty days. The third step int;olztes attaching the
monkey t0 Mr. Saekhow with a belt, and calling out "Pick!" Aftet this rou-
tine is established, Mr. Saekhow attaches a coconut to the monkE's resting
pole, and the monkey, still attached to Mr. Saekhow's belt,learns to spin the
clcznut of the pole. Once the monkE is used to this, Mr. Saekhur remoaes
the belt and uses only a guide rope. Flr the next two months, the monkey
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will practice this stE with Mt. Saekhow gradually incrusing the leael of dif-
ficulty so as to approximate actwl conditions found whm picking in a tree.
After this, Mr. Saekhow holls his arm up and has the monkey hold on and
use wh"ateaer paws it can to spin the coconut ot'f his arm. Once mnstered, the
monkey is said to haoe graduated 'nursery school'.

During the'elemsntary scholl' portion of training, Mr. Saekhow takes
the monkey out of the training school to a bamboo pole where coconuts haae
been attached. The monkey then rEeats the spinning technique which it
Iearned in'nursery school' to nuke the coconut faII off the pole. Gradually,
the attached coconuts are moaed higher up the pole. Once the monkey can
comfortably work high up the pole, Mt Saekhow trains the monkey to jump

from one bamboo pole to another without climbing down. During this time
the monkE is also taught hlut to t'etch t'allen coconuts which may haae rolled
tdo fnr for the lwner to gather, including t'etching coconuts out of a pond or
stream. While these steps are being learned, Mr. Saekhow truins the owner
hoto to handle the monkey properly. Once mastered, the monkey is said to
haae graduated 'elemmtary school' and can now feturn to its plantation to
work for its owner. The monkey can then pick between 700 to 1200 clclnuts
a day, proaiding the owner with quite a handsome income.

Some monkeys, houerter, may continue on into'junior high school',
which may take as long as six months. During this phase of instnLction,
each monkey learns such skills as how to load and unload coconuts into a
aehicle, how to hand a worker coconuts to be peeled t'rom tlrcir outer husks,
hotu to load the coconuts into a bag two at a time, nnd eaen hou to help coil
its own rope. Such skills saae the oruner considerable time and labour, help-
ing the owner auoid chronic backaches which so ot'ten plague workers in this
industry.'1

Then followed some Thai writing and a map, and finally
ONLY ONE CENTRE IN ASIA, YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

While we were reading the leaflet, a couple of Thais arrived,
archetypal journalists complete with cameras, enhanced by ob-
scenely large lenses, slung around their necks. One of them also

r Reproduced in full from Mr. Saekhow's leaflet.
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carried an oid-fashioned notebook and pencil. They nodded, and
beamed the grand Thai smile at us.

Mr Saekhow and daughter came out shook hands with the
reporters, and exchanged a few pleasantries before indicating
that we should follow them through the buildings. The monkey
trainer collected a monkey and led us to the irainingarea, where
coconut trees stood tall and proud. The ground was littered with
fallen coconuts, many already sprouting. Coconuts had been se-
cured onto tree trunks and wooden posts all over the place.

We sat on a wooden bench and watched the trainer and his
pig-tailed macaque demonstrate the various stages of coconut-
picking educaiion. The young woman spoke to us all the while,
explaining each step as the demonstration was underway, the
process that is so precisely written in the information leaflet. The
reporters were busy taking photos and notes, and asking loads of
questions.

Graham asked if these were the only species of monkey surt-
able for training. The woman spoke to her father who grinned,
showing a sense of humour with his reply, which was translated
as, "Yes, because the long-tailed monkeys are too lazy, no good
for working."

This particular monkey was the trainer's own, and they had
been together for more than sixteen years. They had a fantastic re-
lationship, the monkey knowing exactly what to do without being
told. We moved from one training area to the next, in lesson order.
Man and beast made it look so easy, and we could see that the
fluidity in every movement was built from many years of being,
and working, together. We moved on, out from the shade of the
wooden buildings, and into the coconut grove, n'here the trainer
selected the tallest tree, and the monkey shot up the trunk, trailing
his thin rope behind him. Six pairs of eyes looked skl.wards; cam-
eras focussed ready for the split second when the monkey would
release the coconut from the tree, when Graham let out a yell,
dropping his camera, fortunately on the strap round his neck.

"Shit! Shit! Ants again!" he yelled, jumping about in a frenzy,
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whilst simultaneously trying to pull up his shirt, and flick off the
fiery, biting ants creeping up his back. All eyes had.tumed to Gra-
ham, although Mr Saekhow's only for a second. Camera shutters
clicked, lenses and attention both focussing on the dancing tour-
ist!

The young woman said, "Yes, these ants bite!" while.helping
to pick off the insects. The journalists had become quite animated,
but we all missed the treetop coconut moment; the monkey hav-
ing slid back down to earth by the time everyone was composed
again!

We watched while the monkey demonstrated even greater
skills. We saw this champion deftiy untie knots in his rope, and
pull off Mr. Saekhow's boots, checking inside them for scorpions,
before handing them back to his owner. He then helped heave the
poor old man to his fee! and fetched the keys to the motorbike,
before taking his position on the pillion seat behind Mr. Saekhow.
Then came the touristy bi! as the monkey raised one fist in the air,
typical champ style, picked up a placard, 'Welcome to the Mon-
key taining College,'and posed for the cameras. We posed along
side him, while the journalists snapped away, first with their cam-
eras, then ours.

We both took a turn, standing with arm outstretched, holding
a coconut, so the monkey could cling to our arm and spin off the
coconut with his free paws. I can tell you, he was strong!

We were told that we could wander around for a few minutes
while the trainer spoke with the iournalists. We came across a
monkey with her baby nestled in the shade under the trees, and
later asked about them. We were told that the monkey had been
sent for training, but during the initial few weeks of observatron,
it became evident the monkey was pregnant, so baining had to
walt.

Mr. Saekhow seemed to be both first, and last, in his chosen
careeL He has tried for years to find someone to continue his vo-
catiory but, as his daughter said, "All the young people want to
do other, less boring things. But maybe the newspaper story will
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help." Almost as an afterthought, she added, "You will be in the
newspaper alsol" Though whether as tourists visiting the Mon-
key Training College, or a white man doing the fiery ant dance,
we'll never know!

We happily handed over the 500 Baht fee, and wrote in their
Visitors Book. Many small farmers in Thailand derive their only
income from coconuts, this province's most important crop, and
I saw our visit to this centre as a personal and privileged insight
into another branch of Thai life

On returning to Surat Thani, we had our main meal at the res-
taurant below our hotel, where we could see the food cooking
on an open fire. The few minutes wait for our meal gave me just
enough time to scan the menu for spelling mistakes! Yeah, great! I
found 'crap' instead of crab!

We wandered back to the river and watched the night boats
taking on cargo in preparation for their departure again that eve-
ning. What we saw almost had my eyes pop out! Ablue pick-up
truck was parked across the bows of one of the boats; each end of
the vehicle overhanging the sides!

Further along the road, opposite Ban Don Pier, we stumbled
across a tiny Chinese temple, nestled in the shade of the shops.
We didn't go inside, as we wanted time to explore the rest of this
town, where we saw little cages, holding tiny brown birds, hung
outside many shops and houses. I don't know how long the birds
were kept in captivity, but the idea is to release them, earning
merit for the person who sets them free. The back streets revealed
the unloading of grossly overloaded trucks; motorcycles, piled so
high with goods that the driver was barely able to see, forcing
him to crane his neck in an effort to see round his cargo. Dusty
shops, selling hardware and household goods; beauty products
and pharmaceuticals; fruit and vegetables; and others selling rice
of several varieties, thefu open topped sacks offering a gargantuan
feast for the numerous tiny birds feeding from them. The plastic
labels stuck into the rice obviously stated the variety, and price, of
the contents, but I couldn't read Thai, so I'll never know whetner
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$the birds preferred the cheap, staple-diet rice, or the more expen-
' sive exotic variety!

. , We didn't come across many tourists during our couple of days
in Surat Thani as most of them arrive in town purely to embark
on one of the death ride boats. Foreign tourists rarely stay there,
even for one night
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With return tickets to Bangkok, a change of clothing
and accommodation booked for the first night (or so
they thought!), two intrepid, middle-aged, would-be
backpackers boarded the plane...
With six weeks to spare, armed with guide books and a
craving for an adventure, they...

...slept in tr ibal vi l lage huts, bamboo beach huts,
guesthouses, a hospital ward, thejeep and a couple of
hotels...
...travelled around Thailand by boats, trains, planes,

The Author

buses, motorcycles, jeeps, elephants
and 5hank's pony...
...boiled eggs in the hot springs, ate
dinner cooked by the vil lage chief,
dined on the beach, grazed from night
markets and roadside food carts, and
forgot all about sandwiches...
Cover phntos: G raham Nash
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